RYA/MCA Coastal Skipper Yachtmaster Theory
Course Distance Learning course
If you are looking to complete an RYA/MCA Interactive Coastal Skipper/Yachtmaster Offshore Distance
Learning training programme that will lead to an internationally recognized qualification then Ocean
Training Online are here to help! As a leading online training provider, they are able to offer a range of RYA
approved courses which you can complete anywhere you want to, and in your
own time and pace. Their choice of RYA interactive programmes are ideal for
anyone seeking to learn new skills that will help further their career or improve
their sailing abilities for leisure purposes. When you sign up for their RYA/MCA
Yachtmaster online training course, you will have regular access to your own
tutor who will help you to get through the various included modules in your own
timeframe whilst providing expert guidance and invaluable tuition each and every
step of the way. The training can either be completed at home or while you are
working out at sea which offers unrivalled flexibility.
This is an advanced course in Navigation and Meteorology for candidates who
wish to gain their Coastal Skipper and Yachtmaster Offshore certificates. The
syllabus makes provision for some revision of subjects in the Day Skipper course but those who have not
acquired the knowledge of the elementary course are unlikely to be able to assimilate all the subjects covered
in the advanced course. Ideally you should possess the Day Skipper shore based certificate before embarking
on this course. If however you are confident in your ability to Skipper a boat and you consider that you have
a good understanding of all the basics then you could slot in at this level.
The course is fully interactive. Step by step instructions with many colour illustrations, plus the over 375 +
animations guide you through the course. They even include cartoons and snippets of navigational history, to
make the course a very enjoyable experience.
You are allocated your own personal tutor who will mark your assessments and final exams. You can always
contact your tutor if you need to clarify your learning. The course is ideal for both Power and Sail.
The course pack consists of:• Full Ocean Training Interactive Course
• 375+ Animated Graphics to aid your learning
• 2 Training Charts
• Training Almanac
• Electronic Chart Tutor and Simulator
• Your own personal tutor with whom you will correspond by e-mail
• Final Examinations
• Full RYA Certification upon completion
• The electronic chart plotting simulator is included. This enables the student to get a full grasp of
electronic chart plotting techniques and even includes a simulated vessel which can be used both for
passage planning and simulated voyages.
Comes on a USB stick so that you get all the coursework upfront. (Ideal for slow or poor internet
connection - True "Plug & Play"
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